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ABSTRACT

We report findings from speech error experiments that
challenge particular assumptions about articulatory effort
as they have gained widespread currency in recent phonetic
and phonological theory. We find that in errors, speakers
often add extra gestures that are phonotactically illegal, but
crucially create a symmetric frequency pattern. While this
increase in number of articulatory events is unexpected
under an effort-based approach, from a dynamic
perspective we can understand this phenomenon as a
transition to an optimally stable mode of coordination. We
discuss why articulatory effort cannot be evaluated without
reference to dynamic stability relative to the current context
of an utterance. Gestures are never per se effortful; rather,
changes in complex coordination relations can result from
the interplay of different stable attractor basins governed by
the dynamic characteristics of speech production.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent phonetic and phonological theory, the question of
why articulatory patterns are subject to change is answered
from a teleological perspective: Speakers want their
language to be 'optimal.' While optimization for listeners
means maximal intelligibility, optimal for the speaker is
generally believed to mean something quite different:
speakers seek to limit 'articulatory cost' by restricting
movements of the articulators to a minimum . What saves
us from a complete breakdown of all communication is the
fact that we are all speakers and listeners at the same time.
This internal "tug of war" [19] between the principles of
maximal intelligibility and minimum effort leaves its mark
on the surface by making speech variable: the
speaker-listener conflict is resolved differently by speakers
under different situational demands. When the clarity
requirement is less stringent, according to a common
assumption, the lazy side of speakers wins out - we see the
all too well known but little understood reduction and
assimilation phenomena of fast speech. Lindblom's highly
influential paper on H&H theory [19] has set much of the
tone of the debate, and while there is disagreement about
the details of measurement, the fundamental assumption
that speaker optimization is not only distinct from but even
adversary to listener optimization finds broad acceptance.
In this paper, we present conceptual and empirical reasons
why restricting a measure of effort to minimized articulator
movement is overly simplifying. We discuss how
variability in language can fall out naturally from taking
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global dynamic principles governing speech
tion into account.

. LAZY: IS LESS REALLY MORE?

e the elusiveness of any kind of effort metric, the
t of 'articulatory effort' is frequently appealed to in
o explain a whole range of phenomena, particularly
g degrees of coarticulation and undershoot, but also
ness relations, inventory structures and diachronic
(e.g., [2, 4, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25, 27]).

om's H&H hypothesis has gained especially high
cy within Optimality Theory and Functional
logy, leading to the formulation of constraints
iting 'far' and 'fast' articulator movement or any
ent at all, as in LAZY [13, 14], *Fast [2, 4] or
URE [2]. Mohanan [25], for instance, claims that

l consonants are "more natural" than non-coronals,
e [n] compared to e.g. [m] involves the configuration
t effort.

adefoged [17] rightly cautions against notions of
nd 'easy' sounds by pointing out that no observation
made independent of the observer. For a Navaho, he
n ejective is easier to produce than a dental fricative.
much more general point can be raised against

ations about 'hard' and 'easy' sounds. Any amount of
that a particular articulator movement is ex

esei accredited with cannot be stipulated without
into account that speech production is governed by
namics of coordination Any claims that the pure
r of gestures produced can serve as an effort metric,
y gesture produced is tantamount to a proportional
e in effort [2, 13, 14, 15] is not tenable as a
t-free statement; it lacks both descriptive adequacy
l as explanatory power. We propose here that the
site structure of coordinated, skilled movement is
as to be the object of observation, for the simple
that the coordination of several gestures is required
any larger molecular structure in speech (segments,

es, or larger structures). Our claim that counting the
ce or absence of gestures as a measure of effort is
ded receives empirical support from the study of
errors.

HY ERRORS ARE OPTIMAL: MORE IS
MORE

errors are traditionally thought of as abstract
nt substitutions, as for instance when "budget gap" is



erroneously pronounced "gudget bap" [29]. In Pouplier &
Goldstein [28] and Goldstein et al. [7] we have shown that,
due to perceptual biases, traditional, transcription-based
studies of speech errors do not necessarily capture an
accurate picture of the articulatory events. Instead of e.g.,
substituting holistically a /k/ for a /t/ in the phrase "top cop",
speakers systematically add extra gestures that are
communicatively inert and phonotactically illegal. We
identified the most frequent type of error to be an addition
of a gesture (e.g., a k-like tongue dorsum gesture during /t/)
without reduction of the target gesture (e.g., the tongue tip
gesture during /t/). In the Goldstein et al. [7] error
elicitation study, we used a rapid CVC repetition task with
alternating onset consonants but shared rhymes (e.g. "cop
top"). We have extended our initial findings to demonstrate
that this effect is not confined to repetitive articulatory
tasks, but also holds for 'planning' errors. The SLIP
technique was employed [1], which uses priming instead of
repetition to elicit errors, i.e. subjects pronounce only one
word pair at a time. Data for 7 subjects show that with
greater than chance probability (p > 0.01) the intrusion of a
gesture (e.g. tongue dorsum during a production of /t/) is
not accompanied with a simultaneous reduction of the
target gesture (e.g. tongue tip during /t/). Figure (1) shows
an example for a non-errorful and an errorful production of
the phrase "tab cab" by the same subject.

Figure 1: Nonerrorful (top panel) and errorful (bottom
panel) production of "tab cab" by one speaker. Bottom
panel shows tongue dorsum intrusion during the /t/ of "tab."

From an effort-based approach to articulatory
reorganization phenomena, this result seems surprising,
since the general premise is that changes to articulatory
patterns either result in an articulatory gain (i.e. reduced
costs), or at least no net articulatory loss. If we extend this
hypothesis to speech errors, we could expect that while
errors result in temporal mislocation, effort-wise they
would at least be a null-null situation. This would be the
case for full segment substitutions, i.e. a co-occurrence of
reduction and intrusion, since what is 'added' on one
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INTRUSION
ator would be 'taken away' from the other.

ldstein et al. [7] we interpret the transition to a
onous production of the initial consonant gestures as
iation of a hallmark property of nonlinear oscillators,
ode locking. Coordinating multiple events in 1:1
ncy coordination has been shown to be the most

pattern in movement synchronization tasks:
ments have demonstrated that under certain
ons (e.g., increased rate), transitions from more
x patterns to 1:1 synchrony can be triggered [8, 9,
hile mainly finger-tapping and limb oscillation
ents have been used to investigate this
enon, we analyze our articulatory movement data

ergence of a 1:1 frequency pattern in speech
tion. From a dynamic perspective we can account
s increase in the number of articulatory events as a
on to 1:1 frequency locking. This intrinsically most
mode of coordination comes to dominate over

ly stable modes of coordination in error-triggering
nments. That we find these errors also in
petitive task opens the possibility of extending this
etation to more normal continuous speech.

present context it is important to understand that the
d-oscillator view on slips of the tongue sees errors as

from a move towards optimization; they are
es of optimal stability. In this sense, if we start
ing a /t/ and a /k/ at the same time instead of
ting between them, we are reducing articulatory
It is not crucial to our point whether preferred or
st behavior is the cause or a by-product of stable
ics (the latter view is for instance taken by Holt et al.
The main point here is that optimization cannot be
tood in a context-free form. That is, the global state
ystem can only in limited cases be evaluated by
ing locally defined states in isolation [16, 32]. A
ic approach allows us to recognize how the interplay
erent stable attractor basins automatically gives rise
tiple, equally optimal preferred states.

d speech errors, other cases of apparently
ivated gestural insertion come to mind which can
atively be explained on the basis of optimal dynamic
y: The surfacing of an intrusive /r/ in non-rhotic
s of English can potentially be stated in the context
eased stability through articulatory re-organization.
ing Gick's [6] analysis of intrusive or linking /r/s as
llabic, we can interpret them in the context of the
Principle [12]. In dynamic terms, they give rise to a
table prosodic configuration. CV syllable structures
pecially stable because of the specific gestural
g relations pertaining to onsets [3]. Also, because
yllables have onsets, producing one without an onset
disrupt the global rhythmical patterning. Thus it is
prising that we find consonant epenthesis as means

us resolution (cf. also consonant epenthesis in French,
ll [33] for other languages). If we allow articulatory
measured by number of gestures to shape

atical principles, then these phenomena can only be



explained by assuming that some other constraint of
unclear motivation outranks a context-free notion of effort
in all these instances. In the conceptualization developed
here, the observed pattern is optimal for the dynamics of the
production system, more optimal (and less globally
effortful) than the alternative forms that carry fewer
gestures. Certainly not all epenthesis, reduction and
deletion phenomena of the world's languages can be
explained on the basis of CV stability, but at least some
cases of seemingly arbitrary (surface) gestural insertion can
be related to the stability properties of preferred prosodic or
rhythmic patterns.

4. WALKING AND TALKING

That what is optimal is context-dependent and moreover
not restricted to metabolic factors is known from the animal
literature. Holt et al. [10] point out that stability to
perturbation is a crucially part of an optimal system, as is
minimizing the risk of injury by limiting peak impact force.
Also the effect of learning deserves mentioning here.
Sparrow and Newell [30] report several studies that
demonstrate the positive effect of practice on movement
costs. They find that with increasing practice, timing and
coordination patterns are fine-tuned to minimize metabolic
cost. In the light of the fact that the many (rate and style
dependent) coordinative patterns of our native language are
highly overlearned and practiced it becomes once more
clear that we need to allow several coordination modes to
be equally optimal, and that effort weightings on the
presence or absence of individual gestures cannot play a
role in shaping sound inventories of the world's languages.

A famous study of Hoyt and Taylor [11] on gait changes in
horses has established a relation between speed, gait and
energy expenditure. With increasing speed, horses
automatically switch to a different gait. The different gaits
correspond to minima of energetic cost (measured by
oxygen consumption) at the respective speeds. This means
that a gait is optimal only for a given speed, but within their
respective speed range, the gaits converge on the same
energy minima; they are equally optimal. Note that the gaits
are not confined to a single speed; they can be performed at
different levels, but at the expense of a higher energy
consumption. This lends further support to our claim that
there is no context-free statement of effort. Neither a
particular speed, nor a particular displacement, nor a
particular gesture is per se effortful.

Inspired by the animal gait literature and H&H theory,
several linguistic studies have ventured to empirically
measure articulatory effort in relation to different speaking
styles (e.g., [20, 21, 27]). Matthies et al. [21], for instance,
try to trace trade-off relations between peak velocity (taken
as correlate of effort), duration and displacement at
different speaking rates. They predict that in higher-effort
clear speech, coarticulation should be reduced to enhance
the clarity of the acoustic signal, while in fast speech
overlap and undershoot will be increased at the expense of
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ic distinctiveness; yet they find little evidence for a
ent trade-off relation. While the attempt to identify
nt speech styles as the different 'gaits of speech' is a
ing enterprise, these studies still work on the
e that differences in phonetic implementation arise
indblom's "tug of war" between adversary speaker

istener demands on communication, the latter
ing speakers away from their preferred gait-speed
ation. This way clear speech, according to Matthies

21], is different from fast speech because we exert
ffort in producing it.

we want to take the implications gait studies have for
seriously, we have to acknowledge that clear speech
rent from fast, casual speech, because it achieves

lity by structural reorganization. Both speaking
or gaits, are equally optimal at their preferred speed.
ove studies are promising as accounts of how the

atory reorganization plays out in different speakers
different contexts, but the theoretical premise is

ded. A hypothetical study that would have to be
aken to test to what extent speaking style is truly
ous to different gaits, would need to measure
rs' oxygen consumption while performing fast
movements at slow rates. Here, however, we very

y reach the limits of our empirical possibilities and, at
this point, we have to leave it open to speculation to

xtent talking might indeed be like walking.

nal point, we should ask ourselves why a priori we
expect fast speech to be less intelligible, since
nication in most circumstances happens under
timal acoustic conditions and yet proceeds at very

eed. In our view it is questionable to assume that fast,
speech is non-optimal for the listener because

pical formant values are not reached. Listeners
o changes in articulations under rate [23, 24, 31], i.e.
ter variations such as rate leave the system stable

tually [5]. How different communicational demands
ay out in a dynamic system without appealing to a
r-internal "tug of war" is for instance discussed by

[5]. Coarticulation, context-dependence and
el transmission" [22] are always part of the game.
, after all, speakers and listeners at the same time.

5. CONCLUSIONS

ve argued that articulatory effort can never be
d as a context-free statement on gestural production.
nergy considerations alone render an insufficient
of system optimization. Speech as a coordinative
naturally exhibits different modes of coordination
from an energy and stability perspective, are equally
l in a given context. Principles of metabolic cost as
ve been associated with individual gestures have no
on shaping the inventory of languages, nor on
ic implementation.
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